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We use cookies on our website to personalize your experience, such as showing you prices in local currency or exploring which parts of our site people use the most. Using our website, you accept the use of cookies. Optimize, clean, protect, and speed up the Instant Speed of the Inject PC into the
machine, removing unnecessary files, taking away space on the hard drive. Clear bugs and broken settings to improve stability. Increase your browser and help protect your privacy by reliably erasing the tracking of cookies and history. Includes: Real-time monitoring of your planned cleaning so your
computer stays clean without you having to do a thing! Use CCleaner Professional for 14 days, free of charge. Once your trial is finished, you will automatically drop to CCleaner Free, so it won't cost you a thing. Install our standard version of CCleaner. Requires Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, including both 32-bit
and 64-bit versions. Back to the top of Optimization, clean, protect and speed up your Mac Inject instant speed in your machine by removing unnecessary files, taking away space on your hard drive. Clear bugs and broken settings to improve stability. Increase your browser and help protect your privacy
by reliably erasing the tracking of cookies and history. Includes: Real-time monitoring of planned cleaning Automatic Updates So your Mac stays clean without you having to do a thing! Install our standard version of CCleaner. Requires an Apple Mac running a 64-bit macOS 10.10 and up. Go back to top
Boost performance by assembling fragmented files Make your machine work more efficiently and extend the life of the hard drive, reducing the need for hardware upgrades. Includes: Hard Drive Optimizer Planned Cleaning Automatic Updates So your computer stays defragged without you having to do
the thing! Install our standard version of Defraggler. Requires Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, including both 32-bit and 64-bit versions. Back to the beginning of Recovery accidentally deleted files quickly and easily save valuable files quickly - even if they were deleted weeks ago. Recover photos, music,
documents, videos, emails or any other type of PC, portable or chiding media. Includes: Deep File Recovery Scan Priority Technical Support So You Never Have to Worry About Losing a File Again! Install our standard version of Recuva. Requires Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, including both 32-bit and 64-bit
versions. Back to the top of the Fast, Lightweight, Advanced System Data at Your Fingertips Get detailed information about every piece of equipment in your computer so you can make informed purchases Update solutions -- and even detect problems before they occur. Includes: Advanced PC
Dashboard Ideas Automatic Update Premium Support So You Never Have to Trawl Through Your Computer for Statistics Again! Install our standard version of Speccy. Requires Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, including both 32-bit and 64-bit versions. Back to the top Back to start optimizing, cleaning,
defragmenting and speeding up your network By improving your performance and reducing IT support through your business without leaving your desk. Perfect for large businesses. Your browser is no longer supported to download CCleaner Network trials. Please update your browser here and try again.
Back to the top Back to the Top requires Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Vista or XP, including both the 32-bit and 64-bit versions. Back to the beginning of CCleaner for Windows is a free PC optimizer that frees space on your computer by deleting unnecessary files such as cookies, unused data and temporary
files. This Piriform program conducts regular checks and finds items that slow down your computer's performance. CCleaner is used to clean and customize the PC operating system. With CCleaner, we can do a thorough PC cleanup in an easy way that will allow us to get space on the hard drive and
prevent the PC from slowing down. This is one of those free tools for pCs that works exceptionally well when it comes to deleting temporary files. CCleaner is a free, closed source program that can be downloaded to a variety of devices and developed by Piriform Ltd, a private company based in London,
UK. Its launch date was September 23, 2003. Over the years, it has undergone several updates and versions on the three platforms on which it is available: Windows, MacOS and Android. By downloading CCleaner, the software allows you to clean up different files as well as optimize the operating
system. It's also able to disable multiple programs from the interface and disable some applications from running when the system is running. The benefits that the device in question stems from the CCleaner download are improved download speeds, reduced system load and wasted disk space. In
addition, access is getting much faster. What are the benefits of downloading CCleaner? To be more specific, the useful tasks that CCleaner performs are as follows: Removing unnecessary files Removing temporary files and other data Release hard drive space Disabling programs, whose launch is
associated with the download system Waste Removal application Removal browsing history Clearing registry Clearing duplicate file correcting errors that cause problems In conclusion, a number of cleaning options allow hard drive space to be released, provide stability to the PC reduce errors that occur
while using the device and provide navigation. Meanwhile, the repair of the registry eliminates outdated data, thereby restoring this area, which is vital for the work of computers. CCleaner's Fast Navigation Download speeds up the search for information, whether in Firefox, Google Chrome or any other
browser. When using the Internet, a computer or device collects a huge amount of unnecessary such as cookies. They can now be modified to suit user preferences in accordance with privacy policies. In addition, when you run a variety of programs, time files and Settings are saved. By downloading
CCleaner, all these useless files can be deleted as well as browsing history. As a result, space is freed up on the hard drive, allowing the system to run faster. By focusing only on folders with relatively unimportant files, there is less risk of losing valuable files. By running the app, you can identify and
select all those programs that are not used but are activated when the computer is running. This speeds up the launch of the device. Reducing the risk of errors Pointing to the need to download CCleaner or another tool of this type are error messages or screen locks. This is due to broken or abandoned
files. This free app includes a registry cleaner that allows you to identify and correct these errors. As an added benefit, the app itself informs you how much you need to back up backup time to avoid losses. Increased navigation security Despite changes in the law and new rules regarding data privacy and
policy, not all websites offer the same ease of disabling cookies. CCleaner deletes stored data, such as passwords, search history, and cached data. This reduces the likelihood of identity theft or network fraud. Adjustable Cleaning When downloading CCleaner, the user has the ability to customize their
cleaning options to suit their needs. For those with limited computer knowledge, the app offers some default settings. For the more advanced, the degree of choice may be more comprehensive and even specify the type of cookies. What other versions are available when downloading CCleaner In addition
to the traditional version to download CCleaner, Piriform Ltd has developed two other terms, CCleaner Browser, CCleaner Cloud and other versions such as professional, business or technician. CCleaner Browser According to Piriform, CCleaner Browser is a high-security browser that protects users'
personal data and allows you to hide your digital footprint. CCleaner Cloud CCleaner Cloud is an alternative to downloading CCleaner in its traditional version. It's an online platform placed in the cloud that allows you to clean and optimize your computer from there. The advantage is that it's free,
functional and doesn't have to be in front of your computer to connect your computer to the Piriform server. For those users who want to choose advanced options, the paid version is available through a subscription. A little more needs to be said separately from the 2 million downloads since its launch on
the market. Although a free app, its features don't necessarily match those paying competitors or those offering premium-level options. In short, a tool with a very intuitive and easy-to-use interface that allows its users to enjoy all its benefits. Piriform update updates often, so it will continue to improve its
functionality in the future. Some other free alternatives to CCleaner you may want to consider are Clean Master and BleachBit. BleachBit.
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